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Characteristics of kangaroo rats, Dipodomys merriami, associated with
differential predation risk
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Abstract. Between 1980 and 1990, 176 adult Mcrriam's kangaroo rats were subcutaneously implantcd with
radio transmitters and tracked [or a total of 6316 animal-days at a California site, prior to and during
reproductive seasons. Thirty-six animals are known to have been killed by predators, and l4 who dis-
appeared abruptly are also presumed victims. These 50 cases permit various analyses of differential
predation risk. Males incurred a predation rate(4'22 deaths per animal-year) more than twice that of
females (2'01); this sex difference in mortality was apparently absent or reversed after the breeding season.
Both male and female victims travelled significantly greater distances between successive radio-locations
shortly before their deaths than surviving same-sex animals tracked contemporaneously. Rather than
being selective for the feeble, predation on kangaroo rats is selective for the mobile.

Predation must constitute a majorselection pressure
on the behaviour of small mammals. Foraging
decisions, exploration, dispersal, territorial del-ence,
mating and nepotistic strategies all have cost/benefi t
structures that are affected by the lact that behav-
ioural alternatives expose animals to variable risks
of predation. However, because naturally occurring
predation is generally unpredictable, and because it
is more often observed in studies focusing on the
predators than the prey, there is seldom infor-
mation on the correlates of differential risk to mem-
bers of the prey species, especially the behavioural
correlates.

It is widely supposed that predation operates
selectively agai nst individuals who are very young or
old, weak, diseased, injured, parasite-ridden or
otherwise defenceless. In general, however, studies
confi rming differential predation upon the relatively
feeble concern large prey species whose principal
anti-predator tactics consist of either long-distance
flight or active defence (e.g. Mech 1970). In the
case of small mammals whose principal defencc is
crypticity or escape to a nearby refuge, it is not clear
that a similar pattern of selective predation pre-
vai ls.  In a study of  radio-telemetered snowshoe
hares, Lepus antericatuts, for example, Brand et al.
(1975) found l i t t le or no evidence that predat ion
was concentrated upon those in poor condi t ion.
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Nor should we necessarily expect predation to
be selective for the feeble in the case of small
mammals. Instead, the l ikeliest victims may often
be those healthy, large, dominant adults lor whom
the prospective fitness benefits of present repro-
ductive efforts are sufficient to offset the costs in
elevated exposure to risk. Two studies of predation
on rodents in small enclosures provide some fuel for
such conjectures: Roberts & Wolfe (1974) four', i
that a cat, Felis cattus (but not a hawk, Butt"
jamaicensis), captured trios ofcotton rats, Sigmodon
hispidus,in the order of most to least dominant, and
Cushing(1985) found thata weasel, Mustela nivalis,
captured an oestrous deer mouse, Peromyscus
maniculatus, before her dioestrous neighbour in
more than 90oh of trials. We have found only one
relevant f ield study, namely Madison's (1978)
analysis of six cases of snake predation on radio-
implanted v oles, M icrot us penns y lvanicus; despite
having information on just three victims of each
sex, Madison was able to show that predation risk
was significantly associated with lactation in
females and with large body size in males.

This paper is based on analyses o[ naturally
occurring incidents of predation on Merriam's
kangaroo rals, Dipodomys merriorni, implanted
with radio-transmitters, during the course of a
long-term study of various aspects of the species'
behavioural ecology and sociobiology. Kangaroo
rats (Dipodonrys; Heteromyidae) have bcen the
objects o I considera ble ecologica I resea rch, most ly
concerned with issues of interspecific competit ion
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and coexistence among desert granivores. The gen-
eral conclusion from a variety of studies of micro-
habitat partitioning is that kangaroo rats, more
than sympatric granivorous rodents such as pocket
mice, Perognathus and Chaetodipur spp., exploit
the open ground between perennial shrubs (Lemen
& Rosenzweig 1978; Thompson 1982; Price &
Brown 1983). Several characteristics of kangaroo
rats appear to reflect the selective consequences ofa
high level of predation risk in their preferred florag-
ing environment. Webster (1962, also Webster &
Webster l97l) makes a convincing case that the
hypertrophied middle-ear cavities of kangaroo rats
are adapted for predator detection and evasion.
Similarly, bipedal locomotion in kangaroo rats and
other desert rodents exploiting open microhabitats,
once considered an adaptation for energetically
efficient locomotion, now seems betterexplained as
providing speed and agility in an anti-predator
context (Garland 1983; Nikolai & Bramble 1983:
Thompson 1985). Another presumed anti-predator
adaptation of kangaroo rats is moonlight avoid-
ance (Lockard & Owings 1974: Price et al. 1984;
Brown et al. 1988). Despite considerable interest in
and discussion of predation upon kangaroo rats in
these several contexts, however, in[ormation about
spontaneous acts of predation in the field has
hitherto been lacking.

METHODS

Study Site

This research was conducted at the University of
California's Boyd Deep Canyon Reserve, approxi-
mately 3 km south of Palm Desert, California,
U.S.A. The study site, located on the upper alluvial
plain of Deep Canyon at an elevation of about
250 m, is centred on a I -ha trapping grid, consisting
of 100 trap stations in a l0 x l0 array at l0-m inter-
vals. This grid of Cartesian coordinates extends, in
the form of labelled stone cairns or stakes at 10-m
intervals, in all directions around the trapping grid,
permitting researchers to identify quickly any locus
in the mapped area with a precision of I m. Exten-
sion of the mapped study area has been undertaken
as required to encompass al l  the posit ions at which
animals radio- implanted after t rapping on the
central trapping grid have evcr been radio-located.
The fully mapped area presently covcrs about
l lha.

Zabriskie (1979\ descr ibed the rescrve and i ts
f lora in detai l .  Essent ial lv s imi lar to our si te is one

that he described at an elevation of 240 m, where
l4oh of the soil surface lay under the canopy of
perennial shrubs of some 14 species, of which
creosote bush, Inrrea tridentata, was the most
common. Local substrate is a mixture of pebbly
'desert pavement' and sandy washes up to 40-m
wide, with occasional rocky patches and a few
substantial boulders.

Kangaroo rats on our study area almost never
change locales during daylight hours, remaining in
a'day burrow'; the probability that the day burrow
used on one day will not be the same as that used on
the previous day is about 0'22 (Behrends et al.
1986a). The distance between successive day
burrows is typically about 10-20 m, and rarely
exceeds 50 m.

Trapping and Radio Implantation Procedures

Kangaroo rats and other rodents on the study
site were captured in Sherman live traps measuring
8x9x23cm unt i l  1986, and 8x9x30cm since
1987, baited with rolled oats. Each of the 100 trap-
ping stations on the central grid is the site of a single
trap, left in place during periods of continuous
researcher presence at the site. These research
periods have typically begun in late November or
Decernber and continued for I to 7 months.

Trapping was conducted on 4-6 consecutive
nights at the beginning ofeach research period, to
assess survival of previously marked animals, to
mark those newly captured, and to select and radio-
implant appropriate animals for tracking (those
captured regularly and not solely on the periphery
of the grid). A trapping night typically entailed
opening and baiting the 100 traps at dusk, and
returning 2-5 h later to process captured animals
and close the traps. Captured rodents were
weighed, sexed and assessed for reproductive con-
dition, and then released at their capture sites,
unless scheduled flor radio irnplantation or
removal. All D. merrianri were distinctively marked
by toe-clipping.

For radio implantation and removal, animals
were transported 2 km by car to the laboratory, and
were lightly anaesthetized with a weight-dependent
dose o[ Ketaset (0'001 ml/g). Transmitters were
implanted subcutaneously just lateral to the dorsal
midline, and the requisite incision was closed with
two to four small wound clips. The implanted pack-
age consisted of an SM-l mouse-stylc transmit ter
(AVM Instrument,  Dubl in,  Cal i fornia) with
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internal antenna, soldered to a l '35-V or l '5-V
mercury battery. The transmitter and battery were
coated with dental acrylic (to make a hard package
that would survive most of the talons, beaks and
jaws likely to be encountered) and then sealed with
beeswax, yielding a package weighing 2'7+0'2g.
After recovery from the anaesthesia, kangaroo rats
were released in darkness at their point ofcapture,
usually about 3 h after implantation.

After radio implantation, the trapping effort
varied from year to year (primarily according to
our changing interest in precise determination of
female reproductive condition), but seldom
exceeded 2 nights per week. During prolonged
research periods, subjects had to be reimplanted
with fresh batteries one to three times; sometimes
rather than trapping the whole grid o[ 100 traps, we
placed several traps around a particular animal
whom we wished to inspect or reimplant, which
usually led to capture and rcmoval of the traps
within I h. At the end of research periods, l-3
nights oI trapping the 10O-trap grid, olus strategic
placement of a few traps off the grid, sufficed to
recover radios from all but two survivors.

Radiotelemetry Methods

We determined radio-locations by rvalking
through the study area carrying a hand-held
antenna and a radio receiver (LA-12 receiver,
AVM; or CE-12 receiver, Custom Electronics of
Urbana, Urbana, Ill inois); for a detailed descrip-
tion of the method of locating a signal source, see
Madison et al. (1985). Locations were recorded as
Cartesian co-ordinates to a l-m precision.

On tracking nights (usually all those other than
trapping nights), we located each radio-implanted
animal each hour, for 6-14 consecutive hours. The
numbers of animals tracked contemporaneously
ranged from 4 to 26. These hourly locations pro-
vided the data base for the measure of activity used
in this paper: the mean hourly distance, which is the
rnean o[ the distances between pairs of successive
hourly radio locations, including both the distance
from the day burrow to the first nocturnal fix and
that from the last nocturnal fix to the subsequent
day burrow. (Note that this hourly distance
measure represents the minimum distance moved
in the hour,  and is therefore only a coarse indcx of
travels;  for example, successive locat ions at a single
si tc yield a distance of zero, but do not imply that
thc i rnimal has not movcd.) More frcquent

Table I. Seasonal distribution ofradio-tracking effort and
predation incidents; totals for 1980-1990
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Month

Predations
Predation Animal- per

victims days animal-year t i ;.E

i i
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'}.d" i
l',,i
I i

l ; t l i
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November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July

l5
l8
5

2
J

I
I
z

566
2051
1074
865
378
278
228
&5
229

9.7
3.2
t .7
l 'J

1.9
3.9
1.6
0.6
3.2

locations and continuous scheduled focal-animal
samples of behaviour were also collected on various

schedules, but these data are not used here.

Seasonal Distribution of Data Collection

Radio-tracking effort has been unevenly distri-
buted over the caiendar year (Table I), with the

consequence that seasonal variations in the activity
of kangaroo rats and their predators have been
unevenly sampled. In particular, rattlesnakes
Crotalus ruber and C- atrox, and sidewinders, C.
cerastes, ar€ almost completely inactive at our sit(:
from December to March , and 69o/o of our anima I
days are from those 4 months.

In eight Novembers for which we have trappiug
data, small non-scrotal testes have characterized all
males. Males typically exhibit testicular develop-
ment by mid-December. Females begin oestrous
cycling (Wilson et al. 1985) in late December or
January; these dates are more variable for females
than for males and more variable between than
within years. Females can wean three l itters in a
single reproductive season, but probably rarely do
so. Reproductive activity continued into July 1985
and 1988. Although we have collected no radio or
trapping data between mid-July and mid-
November in any year, we infer from the comple te
absence of subadult animals in November and
December that reproduction ends by August-

RESULTS

The Radio-tracked Animals

Between December 1980 and January 1990,
rve radio-tracked 176 individual D. nerrianri rats.
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89 nales and 87 females, for durations ranging
from a single day (a male killed by a sidewinder
rvithin 24 h of being radio-implanted) to 280 days (a
female tracked at intervals from December l98l to
February 1985). The 176 animals were tracked for a
total of 6316 animal-days, during which time 36
were known victims of predators: remains of 25
victims were found and the transmitter was found
in the other I I cases. (Though a few animals
shed transmitters through reopened skin wounds,
especially in the first 2 years of the study and
especially after carrying the radio for at least 3
weeks, we did not consider it plausible that any of
these I I had shed their transmitters, mainly
because all had been closely examined shortly
before disappearing.) A further 14 disappeared
abruptly, and were presumed to have been victims
on the basis of circumstantial evidence; none had
exhibited the slowing signal emission rate charac-
teristic of a failing battery, and all had been easily
and reliably trappable until disappearance. These
50 known or presumed predations represent
a rate of 2'89 deaths per radio-animal-year.
Table II presents a brief characterization of each
of these 50 cases, for reference in the analyses to
follow.

Predation incidents ofien occurred in bursts,
apparently as a result of the locally intensive
depredations of individual predators. Victims 28,
29 and 30 (Table II), for example, were all slain
within I week; they were taken to three different
Palo verde trees, Cercidium fioridum, in the same
vicinity, and were probably all victims oIone or two
great horned owls, .Bzbo virginianus, present on the
study site every night of that week. Similarly, two of
the three known victims of common whipsnakes,
Masticophis flagellum, victims l3 and 17, were
killed l2 days apart, by what appeared to be the
same individual. Predation victims 35 and 36 were
both killed between midnight and dawn on the
night of 24 November 1987, and vicr ims 37 and 38
were killed between midnight and dawn on the next
night; all four may well have been taken by a single
predator. Victim 44 was killed by a shrike, Lanius
ludovicianus, at dawn on 25 November 1988, and
vict ims 45 and 46 were apparent ly taken by the
sanre predator at dusk of the same day. Because of
this temporal c lumping, predat ion incidents cannot
be treated as independent events, so that appropri-
ate stat ist ical  comparisons arc general ly those
betrvcen predat ion vict i rns and thcir  surviving
co ntemooraries.

Activity Level and Predation Risk

In 43 of the 50 cases of predation, we collected

tracking data, consisting of hourly radio locations

during nocturnal sessions of at least 6 h duration,

on l, 2 or 3 of the 3 nights immediately preceding

the predation incident (see Table II).
Comparisons of the radio-tracking data for pre-

dation victims and their surviving contemporaries
show that predation is selective with respect to
movement. The mean hourly distance moved was
greater than the median value among contempor-
aneously tracked animals for 29 predation victims
and was below the median for I I victims (P:0'003
by one-tailed sign test); the mean hourly distances
of three victims fell at the median value. When
comparisons are confined to same sex animals, 28
victims had mean hourly distances above the con-
temporaneous median and l0 below (P:0'003),
while five fell at the median. Thus, there was a
strong association between risk of predation and
recent surface travels. those animals who were most
mobile being most at risk.

This association between mobil ity and predation
risk is significant within each sex considered separ-
ately. Among l9 female victims for whom recent
tracking data were available. l3 had mean hourly
distances above the coniemporaneous [emale
median and five below (P:0'M8 by one-tailed sign
test), while one value equalled the median. Among
24 male victims. l5 were above the median and five
belorv (P:0'021); four equalled the median. In 7 of
19 cases in which a lemale rvas preyed upon, the
victim was the single most active radiotagged
female at the time (see Table II); given the numbers
of females being tracked, 2.7 would be expected by
chance. Ten of 24 male victims were each the single
most active tracked male at the time of death: 5.2
would be expected by chance.

A few predation victims were dramatically more
mobile than any of their contemporaries- Immedi-
ately before being captured by a coyote, Canis
lalrans, forexample, victim I moved a mean hourly
distance of  l0 l  m, whi le l7 surviv ingcontemporar-
ies averaged l6 m with a maximum of 34 m; victim I
was furthermore the only animal to have moved
after dawn on the previous day. Similarly, victim
25's mean hourly distance of 58 m was more than
8 so above the mean of  3 '6 m among his 2l  sur-
viving contemporaries. In the 43 contparisons of
rcccnt movement data among vict i rns and thcir
contcmporar ies,  no non-vict im was cver such ern
out l icr  as ei ther v ict im I  or  25.
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Victim's activity
rank/number of
animals tracked

co n temp o ra neous ly
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Victim's activity
rank/number of
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contemporaneously

Sex Date Evidence Both sexes Same sex Predator

l .  M
2.M
l.M
4.M
) . f

6.M
7. F
8. F
9.M

r0.  F
I I .  M
12, F
13. M
14. F
15. M
t6.  M
|L r

18. M
19. F
20. M
2t.  M
22. F
2i .  M
1A c

25. M

Dec. 80
Dec. 8l
Jan.82
Jan. 82
Jan.82
Feb. 82
Mar.  82
Mar.  82
Anr R?
'  ^v" "-
Apr.82
Apr.82
May 82
Nov.82
Nov.82
Nov. 82
Nov.82
Nov.82
Dec. 82
Dec. 82
Dec. 83
Dec. 83
Feb. 84
Jan.85
Jan.85
Feb 85

b,d
b,c
b,e, f
b,c
b,d

b,c
A

a

e,h, i
a
b,c, f
e,  i ,  j
b,c
a, i
e, f ,g,k
b,d
a
b,d
b,d
b,d
b,c
b,c

6lt l
4 l t0
2l t l
)  t11

t0 l t2
2l t2
8/r3

t0l t2
r0/r0

1/?(

s/?5
| 122

216

216
tl6
617
t l6
316
1/S

l0/ r0
3l  t l
I  l t4
t le

a
b,c
b,c
e, I

e,g
b,e

b,e
b,d
b,d
b,d
b,e
e,g
b,d
€'8
a
b,d
e,g
e,g
m
b,c
b,c
vr 6! , ,
L^

r / r8 t l tz
t l6 t l4
2ls t l3
214 212

No data
618 t l3
718 516
318 t l6
t le r l3
418 316
3/ i l  3 ls
t l1 t l4

No data

Coyote

i
?
?
o

Loggerhead shrike
').

Common whipsnake
Sidewinder

?
Common whipsnake

q
t,|
I

Common whipsnake
Loggerhead shrike

o

Great horned owl

i
?
?
?

F Jun.85
M Nov.85
M Dec.85
F Dec.85
F Dec.85
M Dec.85
F Dec. 85
M Dec.86
M Dec.86
M Nov.87
M Nov.87
M Nov.87
M Nov.87
F Nov.87
M Dec.87
F Jul .88
M Jul .  88
F Nov.88
M Nov.88
M Nov.88
F Nov. 88
F Dec.88
F Dec.88
M Dec.88
F Dec.88

7 l t3
l / r  l
4 l t3
4l t4
8/  l3
r  113
4l t2

l  l / l  r
t l t2

No data
No data
No data
No data

8l13
3l t4
4l t0
2le

No data
3lt l
6 l t l
9 l t4
2l t4
4l t0
9l t3
5/r  l

Red rattlesnake

i
Great horned owl
Great horned owl
Loggerhead shrike

?
?
?
?
?

i
Loggerhead shrike

?
Loggerhead shrike
Speckled rattlesnake

1
Loggerhead shrike
Loggerhead shrike
Shrike?

s/s
t l4
t l4
219
s18
t l5
318
616

416
2le
rl7
) t7

) t \
4ls
8/ lo
r i  r0
t lo
AI\
218

?
?

rKey ro Evidence colum (a) predaror observed directly, rra mirring radio sisnal ol inscsted vicrim. (b) Abrupt disapp€arance betwlcn-sch ul.d radio fx$ brbablc
Dr.daror: brrd or mamnsl). (€) N.ither tran3nirrcr nor rimains rounai lUene 'ircaum.d r rather than'knov
iJR;;;l;;;;l;i; i;;;?;i ; ;;i;tti;;, ilt krnA;ncr dawn. G) ianiarry'carcn in manne, char*t.rilric;f'hnk. (rmovar orhed,.brait and some od'cr vilccra) (h)

intacr in bunowr snakc-birc vicrim? (Hcnc! ,presumcd' rather than 'lnown' priastioo.) (i) Di.d in owr dayburrow. (j) Foundin lunnclwirh h.ad missing. (k) Imp.lcd on a
i""irr ir'".". Ol b"*,"a ;"tacr hish in a Palivcrde trec; apparnt taton hobl atop hcai i-nd under chin. 1m) cach€d i;bcr in mistl.to. with spin. s.vcnd h.low &bllun'
apparenrly by singtc beak blow. (;) Apparcnr shrike kill, bui caried alylic?ily far from home.anse and.atcn at atypically Iar8. Frch.
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Table III. Predation incurred by females versus males

385

Known predation victims Known * presumed victims

Animal-
days

Per
Number animal-year

Per
Number animal-year

Females
Males

3807
2509

2l
29

IJ

z5

1.25
3.35

2.0t
4.22

Table IV. Predation incurred in relation to reproductive condition

Known predation victims Known + presumed victims

Animal-
days Number

Per
animal-year Number

Per
animal-year

Females
Reproductive
Non-reproductive

Males
Reproductive
Non-reproductive

1628
zt l9

1632
877

t. t2
t 'J1t

2.69
4-58

t-79
2-r3

3-80
5-00

8

t2
il

t7
t2

8
IJ

Difterential Predation by Sex

Table III contrasts predation upon male versus
female kangaroo rats. Given that males incurred
39'7% of the total t ime (animal-days) at risk of
predation and females 60'3%, the probabil ity that
23 or more of the 36 known victims would have
been males by chance is 0.003 and the probabil ity
that 29 or more of the 50 'known plus presumed'
victims would have been males by chance is 0.007
(binomial tests). 'Known plus presumed' predation
rates upon males have surpassed those upon
females in every one of the 9 years (November-
July) of the study in which any predation events
occurred (P:0'002 by sign test).

Differential Predation by Reproductive Condition .

Kangaroo rats were categorized as either in or
out of 'reproductive condition'. For males, thc cri-
terion of reproductive condition was either a con-
spicuous devclopment of the androgen-dependent
(Lepr i  & Randal l  1983) dorsal  sebaceous gland, or
testes at  least  8 mm in length (which,  i f  wi thdrtrrvn
into the abdominal  cavi ty,  werc forced into the
scrotum by gent le manual prcssure for  measure-
rnent) .  Femalcs rvcrc considcrcd to be in repro-
duct ive condi t ion i f  thcy cxhibi tccl  ocstrous cycl ing
(see Wilson ct  a l .  1985) or had rcccnt ly donc so, or

werc conspicuously pregnant or lactating. Accord-
ing to these criteria, bcth females and males were
preyed upon at slightly but not signif,cantly higher
rates when out of reproductive condition (Table

IV).
As notcd above, temporal clumping of predator

activity adds noise to comparisons l ike those in
Table IV, so that victims should be compared with
non-victim contemporaries. Unfortunately, risk to
reproductive versus non-reproductive animals can-
not be assessed by such simultaneous comparisons
because the study animals were in or out of repro-
ductive condition in virtual synchrony, at least
within sexes. However, males varied over time and
between individuals in testicular development as
measured by testis length, and activity mcasures
are positively co-rgelated with tcs_tis lgng$.*gros|.,.:.
individual m'aleslin at least some breeding seasons
(Behrends et al. 1986b); moreovcr, males known to
have attained matings on our study site have consis-
te ntly been males with relatively large testes as com-
pared to their contemporaries (unpublished data).
We thus compared the most recent testis length
measure of  each'reproduct ive'malc v ict im to those
ol  a l l  contemporaneously t racked'rcproduct ive'
male survivors;  resul ts are direct ional ly consistent
rv i th thc hypothesis that  act iv i ty associated with
rcproduct ive condi t ion elevales r isk,  buI  not s ig-
ni f icant ly so:  l0 knorvn or prcsunred prcdat ion
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victims had larger than median testes and five had
smaller (P:0.15; one-tailed sign test); one fell at
the median and relevant measures were unavailable
lor one other.

The reproductive states of female victims were
too variable for summary characterization and
statistical comparison. Two animals (victims l2
and 26) were both in advanced states oIpregnancy
when last captured 5 days before their deaths, so
both were probably killed near the date of parturi-
tion. Victim 5 had been in oestrus l7 days before
her death and was therefore either pregnant or
cycling. Victim 4l was about l7 days postpartum
and lactating when killed by a shrike. Victim l0 had
a copulatory plug 6 days belore being killed by a
whipsnake, and victim 39 had been in oestrus (but
apparently did not copulate) 3 days before being
killed by a shrike. Other 'reproductive' females
(victims 7 and 8) were too infrequently captured
and inspected to guess their condition when killed.
Many more data will be needed to determine how
risk varies in relation to particular reproductive
states.

Differential Predation by Body Weight

Predation victims tended to be neither especially
heavy nor especially light. Among the 29 known or
presumed male victims, I I were above the median
body weight of contemporaneously tracked males,
14 were below it, and four fell at the median.
Among the 2l females, ll were heavier than the
female median, eight lighter and two at the median.
The absence of excess mortality of underweight
individuals suggests that predation is not concen-
trated upon the feeble, but it is perhaps noteworthy
that the sole animal originally captured with a
serious deformity or injury was soon preyed upon:
victim l0 was completely lacking one forepaw, and
was killed by a whipsnake 45 days after initial cap-
ture and I I days after radio implantation.

There was a slight tendency for kangaroo rats
killed when in reproductive condition to be rela-
tively heavy ( l3 above the contemporaneous same-
sex median body weight, nine below, three at the
mcdian), and for those killed when not in repro-
ductive condition to be relatively light (nine above
the median, l3 below, three at the median).  This
pattern was not signi f icant (one-tai led f ' :0 ' lB by
Fisher 's exact test) ,  but suggests the hypothesis
that kangaroo rats may modulate vulnerabi l i ty
behavioural ly.  such that animals with thc greatest

energy reserves incur the least risk outside the
reproductive season (when foraging is the principal
reason for risk-taking) and the greatest risk when
sociosexual agendas become paramount. A larger
data set will be needed to confirm or reject this
hypothesis.

DISCUSSION

Predation upon D. merriami is not selective for the
feeble, but for the mobile. Prey species like kangaroo
rats can reduce risk by minimizing surface activity,
but by so doing they also reduce their foraging and
mating opportunities. We have previously shown
that reproductive condition is associated with
greater mobility in both sexes (Behrends et al.
1986b), and we now find that mobility is strongly
associated with elevated predation risk; further-
more, there was a slight though non-significant
tendency for male predation victims to be individ-
uals with larger than average testes. These facts
suggest that risk-taking and resultant mortality are
concomitants of reproductive effort. The hypothesis
that predation risk is exacerbated by reproductive
efforts in small mammals gains support from
Madison's (1978) demonstration oIelevated risk of
snake predation upon reproductively active voles. It
is therefore surprising that we found no hint of
greater predation rates upon kangaroo rats in repro-
ductive condition (Table IV). We tentatively attri-
bute this anomaly to the non-independence of the
predation incidents, but more data are needed to
settle the matter.

In mating systems in which male fitness variance
exceeds that of females ('effective polygyny'), the
large fitness prize available to the most successful
males selects for high mating effort (Williams 1966;
Trivers 1972;Low 1978). In the case of mammals,
this often means that home-range size and mor-
tality are both greater for males than for females.
Thus, for example, in two species o[ Saharan
gerbils, Psammomys obesus and Meriones libycus,
Daly & Daly (1975a, b) found that mature females
occupied small, non-overlapping ranges while sex-
ually active males (but not those with testes
regressed) traversed areas many times as large,
overlapping with several females and with one
another, and apparently incurred elevated pre-
dation risk (inferred from disappearances) by so
doing. Such excess male mortality (at least in adult-
hood and perhaps among juveniles, too) probably
characterizes most mammals (Trivcrs 1985).
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Kangaroo rats, including D. meruiarni, are soli-
tary dwellers, and over-dispersed in suitable habitat
(e.g. Kenagy 1973; Behrends et al. 1986a; Randall
1989). There is no evidence of pair formation or
paternal care in any member of the family Hetero-
myidae, and kangaroo rats ofboth sexes have been
observed to mate polygamously in the field (Randall
1987 for D. spectabilrs and D. merriami, and our
unpublished observations for D. merriaml. These
facts suggestthat Dipodo,n),.r spp. have a typically
mammalian, effectively polygynous mating system,
so that the sex difference in predation risk found in
the present study (Table III) is unsurprising. The
story is complicated, however, by the fact that
several major retrapping studies indicate that sex
differences in ranging behaviour are smaller and less
reliable in the genus Dipodomys than in many other
rodents (reviewed by Behrends et al. 1986a), and
that the life tables of male and female kangaroo rats
are surprisingly similar (Fitch 1948; Holdenried
1957; Chew & Butterworth 1964; M'Closkey 1972;
McClenaghan 1984; Jcnes 1986; Zeng & Biown
1987a, b).

Longland & Jenkins (1987) sexed the pelvic
bones found in great horned owl pellets in Nevada,
and found some evidence of male-preferential pre-
dation upon D. ordii. Such data imply that the sexes
differ in how they expose themselves to risk, but
they cannot reveal sex differences in mortality. If
equal numbers of females and males are weaned,
[or example, then an excess o[one sex among those
taken by owls implies that there must be an excess
of the other sex dying in some other way, and tells
us nothing about sex differences in life expectancy.

The data from retrapping studies cannot dis-
tinguish mortality from dispersal beyond trap-
ability. In an analysis of the survival of D. merriami
at an Arizona site, Zeng & Brown (1987a) claim to
have solved this problem by using the distances
between successive captures of individuals to calcu-
late an estimate of the likelihood of dispersing and
then subtracting dispersal from disappearances.
The resultant 'accurate estimate of death rate' was
0'217 per year flor females and 0-205 for males, an
insignificant difference. We doubt that this method
yields a more accurate estimate than the simple
disappearance rates, since Zeng & Brown offer no
cvidence in support  of  their  assumption that inter-
capture distances are direct ly related to the prob-
abi l i ty or distance of dispersal ( i .e.  oi  rc lat ively
permanent shi f ts in home burrow si tcs or ut i l ized
ranges),  and their  est imatcs of survival  are not

believable. According to the above death rates,

48oh of the females and 50o/o of the males alive at

time x would be expected to survive until time x+ 3
years, for example, whereas in fact only three of 339
marked females and none of 443 males on their site
are known to have survived 3 years (Zeng& Brown
1987b). In any case, this 8-year study of 782 marked

D. merriami yielded statistically indistinguishable
mortality schedules for females and males, as had

all previous studies.
Similarly, the survival of males has apparently

differed l itt le from thatof females at oursite. Twenty

of 135 females marked on the main trapping grid

between l98l  and l9S8wereknowntobeal ive I  year

after f i rst capture ( l4'8%), as compared to I 6 of I 45

males (l l '0%). Four females and four males are
known to have lived more than 2 years on our site,
and two females are known to have lived more than

3 years.
Such similar year-to-year survivorship of

females and males suggests that sex-differential
mortality of the magnitude found during radio-
tracking (Table III) cannot always prevail. One
possibil i ty is that the radios themselves elevate
mortality risk more for males than for females, but
there is no reeson to suppose that this is so; i[any-
thing, radios should be slightly less burdensome for
males, who are slightly larger (cf. Webster &
Brooks 1980). A more l ikely hypothesis is that
excess male mortality is especially characteristic
of the season when most of our radio data were
collected (i.e. just before and during the breeding
season) and that the sex difference disappears or is
reversed late in or after the breeding season. This
possibility gains indirect support from the fact that
Behrends et al. (1986b) found that the travels of
male D. merriami surpassed those of lemales only
when the animals were in breeding condition.

Rosenzweig ( 1974) proposed a model to generate
the 'optimal aboveground activity' of kangaroo
rats. He assumed that predation risk wil l always be
higher outside the burrow, and our observation of
heavier predation upon relatively mobilc individ-
uals supports his assumption; other probable costs
of surface activity are energetic and evaporative
losses. Rosenzweig suggested that the countervail-
ing benefits of surface activity include thc immedi-
ate energetic gains of foraging, the more distal gains
of territorial delence, and mating opportunities.
Becausc most studies of the ecology of kangaroo
rats havc been concerned with the problem of what
sort  of  special izat ions pcrmit  granivorous rodcnt
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species to coexist, however, the social utility of
above-ground activity has been overlooked since
Rosenzweig's paper. Reichman ( 1983), forexample,
on the assumption that a well-adapted kangaroo rat
should minimize surface time within the constraints
ofmaintainingenergy balance, deems it a puzzle that
D. merriami do not make a single brief excursion
nightly and return home only when their cheek-
pouches are full; many other papers on Dipodomys
ecology similarly embed the unexamined and un-
likely assumption that surface activity has the sole
function of foraging (e.g. Schroder I 979; Thompson
1982). But energy balance does not equal fitness,
and the effects of reproductive condition upon sur-
face activity (Behrends et al. 1986b), especially the
extensive and risky travels of scrotal males and
estrous females, suggest that a more satisfactory
cost-benefit account of kangaroo rat surface
activity will have to incorporate sociosexual
benefits.
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